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Abstract

We show that linearizing and directly sequencing full-length fosmids simplifies the assembly problem such that it is possible to unambiguously assemble individual haplotypes for the highly repetitive 100-200 kb killer Ig-like receptor (KIR) gene loci of chromosome 19. A tilting of targeted fosmids can be used to clone extended lengths of genomic DNA, 100s of kb in length, but repeat complexity in regions of particular interest, such as the KIR locus, means that sequence assembly of pooled samples into complete haplotypes is difficult and in many cases impossible.

The current maximum read length generated by SMRT® Sequencing exceeds the length of a 40 kb fosmid; it is therefore possible to span an entire fosmid in one sequencing read. Shearing, sequencing and assembling fosmids in a shotgun approach is prone to errors when the underlying sequence is highly repetitive. We show that it is possible to directly sequence linearized fosmids and generate a high-quality consensus by simple alignment, removing the need for an error-prone assembly step. The high-quality sequence of complete fosmids can then be tiled into full haplotypes.

We demonstrate the method on DNA samples from a number of individuals and fully recover the sequence of both haplotypes from a pool of KIR fosmids. The ability to haplotype and sequence complex immunogenetic regions will bring exciting opportunities to explore the evolution of disease associations of the immune sub-genome. This simple and robust approach can be scaled-up allowing a complex genomic region to be sequenced at a population level. We expect such sequencing to be valuable in disease association research.

Library Generation

A set of fosmids covering both haplotypes of the KIR region were selected (http://sciscogenetics.com/technology/fosmid-based-resequencing). While it is possible to shear and shotgun sequence each individual fosmid, the repetitive nature of the KIR region results in assembly problems when processing data from fosmids pooled before library preparation. With the number of fosmids for an individual in the ~11-23 range, preparing libraries and sequencing each individual fosmid is not practical when studying multiple individuals.

The assembly problem can be circumvented if the library preparation forgoes shearing for linearizing full-length fosmids, allowing multiple fosmids to be sequenced in a single library preparation.

1. Fosmids covering both haplotypes for a single individual are isolated and pooled. A fosmid vector joins the beginning and end of the target sequence. An amp+ selection vector is placed randomly within the target sequencing.

2. A restriction site within the fosmid vector is used to linearize the circular fosmid.

3. Linearized fosmids are blunt ended and used as input to standard SMRT® Sequencing template prep, resulting in full-length fosmid SMRTbell™ templates with vector sequence adjacent to the hairpin adapter.

Sequencing

1. Example from the sequencing of two SMRT® Cells for 11 pooled fosmids for a single individual. Statistics are shown after an initial >15 kb filtering of subreads. The subreads in the extreme of the distribution are long enough to span the entire fosmid within the SMRTbell template structure.

2. Mapping of subreads to a ~50 kb read spanning a complete fosmid.

Data Processing

1. Error correction of subreads that possibly contain the sequence of a full-length fosmid. Subreads >15 kb are mapped to seed reads >25 kb and a consensus is calculated. Note selection of seeds is based on length and subreads that do not span a complete fosmid are also error corrected.

2. Filtering for a set of full-length fosmids, i.e. an error corrected read spanning fosmid vector sequences, including the amp+ selection vector. Representatives are selected for redundant fosmid sequences.

3. Re-mapping of all subreads to the error-corrected, full-length fosmid sequences and Quiver consensus’ generation results in >QV50 (99.999%) fosmid sequences. After vector trimming, high-quality fosmid sequences can be overlapped into continuous haplotypes.

Results

1. Consensus strand of the KIR region, showing alignment to the contig unitig_2|quiver, showing a single individual sequence. The table shows the sequence identity of overlaps >6 kb within both haplotypes. The three dot plots show comparisons within haplotype sequence for both haplotypes (BA1 & AB-dell7), and a dot plot comparing haplotypes.

2. Mapping of subreads to a ~50 kb read spanning a complete fosmid.

Conclusion

We demonstrate it is possible to pool and sequence fosmids covering a highly repetitive immunogenetic region and fully resolve the sequence of both haplotypes. This is possible because of the very long reads in SMRT Sequencing. We prepared pooled libraries of full-length fosmids and used the extremely long reads, generated high-quality consensus sequences without the need for assembly.
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